Advances in ultrasound.
Significant advances have been recently introduced into various fields of technology, taking advantage of the use of new piezoelectric materials and the large diffusion of broadband transducers. Various types of modulation may be applied to the pulse characteristics, using single pulse, multipulse or multiline techniques, and resulting in improved spatial resolution and better penetration. Non-linear imaging uses the harmonics component, which is generated by tissues or by contrast agents. Different modalities can be used to separate harmonics from fundamental bands from the received signal. New Doppler modes have been developed, whereas grey-scale flow imaging allows the simultaneous imaging of blood flow and tissues. Compounding techniques improve the contrast resolution of tissues and reduce artefacts. If 3D techniques are now currently available, real-time 4D imaging has been recently introduced. Elastographic imaging is still under evaluation, but promising clinical results have been shown. Recent release of the DICOM specification has made the full integration of ultrasound to the PACS systems easier. All these advances indicate that the contribution and potential of ultrasound in patient management is still growing.